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Ice Breakers
Break down barriers, invigorate your team and get them interacting. Our short and snappy ice breaker activities and games are ideal at the beginning or during a conference/ meeting to set
the tone of your event.

HUMAN BINGO

HUMAN SCRABBLE

LOONY BALLOONS

The task is to find people in the room who
can match the criteria on the bingo card.
Participants must liaise amongst themselves
to find people who have the specified
credentials. The requirements are written
specifically to pre-empt a conversation, so
guests can learn new and interesting things
about their colleagues. Once a match is
found, they need to sign the bingo card. No
one can sign the same card twice, so
participants will need to speak to as many
people as possible to complete the task. A
prize will be awarded to the first person to
achieve a full house!

A fun and collaborative activity which
encourages guests to get out of their seat
and interact with each other. Everyone is
given a scrabble letter, which they must add
to others in order to make words. The aim of
the game is to make as many words as
possible with every single letter, no one can
be left out.

Teams must recreate a project out of
modelling balloons! Teams are given
information on professional techniques such
as bending, coiling and the many different
types of twist. Each team is then given a
picture of a famous landmark that they must
attempt to recreate. Projects can include the
Eiffel Tower, the Statue of Liberty, The
London Eye and even the Sphynx!

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 30 minutes
Number of guests: 10 – 500+

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 30 - 60 minutes
Number of guests: 20 – 500+

Cost: POA (set up fee) plus POA per head
Duration: 15 - 60 minutes
Number of guests: 5 – 500+

MASTERPIECE
MATCH-UP
Participants will all be given a piece of a
famous painting. They must work with other
guests to find the other pieces and complete
the masterpiece. With larger numbers, this
can become a head-to-head team
competition.

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 30 minutes
Number of guests: 20 – 500+

Ice Breakers
Break down barriers, invigorate your team and get them interacting. Our short and snappy ice breaker activities and games are ideal at the beginning or during a conference/ meeting to set
the tone of your event.

CONFERENCE BADGE

HAPPY FAMILIES

GIRAFFE

BAMBOO DROP

Guests create their own conference badges
from a range of craft materials such as pens,
papers, card, stickers, sequins, ribbons and
sparkles. They can create their own badge
or, as a team building exercise, they can find
out all about one of their colleagues and
personalise a badge for them based on what
they’ve learned about them. Company
messages or the theme of the conference
can also be incorporated in the brief.

A fun and novel way of getting people out of
their seats and mingling. Each guest is given
a celebrity mask and must find the other
people in their “families,” whether it be soap
characters, band mates, the Royal Family or
cartoon characters.

Teams work together to build the tallest free
standing giraffe out of newspapers! It’s lots
of fun, but it also requires skill, science and
even some engineering! (We can tailor this
activity to any object, landmark or animal).

Team members must work together to hold
a bamboo cane at head height, using just
one finger each! They must then carefully
lower it to the floor in under 30 seconds!

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 30 minutes
Number of guests: 10 – 500+

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 20 - 30 minutes
Number of guests: 30 – 100

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 15 - 30 minutes
Number of guests: 10 – 500+

Cost: POA per head (minimum spend: POA)
Duration: 15 – 30 minutes
Number of guests: 10 – 500+

Notes
Why Firebird Events?
• Our fantastic team are creative, knowledgeable, experienced, friendly and fun. Thanks to our drive, dedication and attention to detail, we will deliver you an unforgettable event experience.
• We listen. We can provide you with great ideas, bespoke solutions and reliable service, helping you to create an event which suits your needs and objectives.
• Well established within the industry since 2000, our reputation and fantastic relationships have enabled us to work with an array of clients, including many large corporations and top UK venues,
time and time again.
• We can provide everything from a single activity, to an entirely produced event, providing first class team building days and corporate events.
• Our hard work has been recognised within the event industry, winning awards in the category of “Best Event Provider” at the M&IT industry awards – silver in 2018 and bronze in 2019.
• Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance.

Notes
• All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.
• All prices are subject to availability.
• Prices may be subject to change.
• All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.
• Some services or items may be subject to minimum order fee.
• Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.
• Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance).
• Soft or hot drinks (weather dependent) should be provided for our team throughout the duration of the event.
• Depending on length of the event, hot food may be required for the team.

Copyright
This document is the property of Firebird Events Ltd. It includes information, advice, recommendations and prices that are of a strictly confidential nature. Therefore the document is tendered on the express understanding that its contents are copyright
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content of this and similar documents.

